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Reading Data Mining by Bhavani Thuraisingham is a poignant experience masterful and readable summary of her field...a profound overview of an important domain of human knowledge a memorable opus.
-Dr. Dobb's Journal     

       There is now so much data on the Web that managing it with conventional tools is becoming almost impossible. To manage this data, provide interoperability and warehousing between multiple data sources and systems, and extract information from the databases and warehouses, various tools are being developed. In fact, developments in multimedia database management have exploded during the past decade. To date, however, there has been little information available on providing a complete set of services for multimedia databases, including their management, mining, and integration on the Web for electronic enterprises.    Managing and Mining Multimedia Databases fills that gap. Focusing on managing and mining multimedia databases for electronic commerce and business, it explores database management system techniques for text, image, audio, and video databases. It addresses the issues and challenges of mining multimedia databases to extract information, and discusses the directions and challenges related to integrating multimedia databases for the Web, particularly for e-business.    This book provides a comprehensive overview of multimedia data management and mining technologies, from the underlying concepts, architectures, and data models for multimedia database systems to the technologies that support multimedia data management on the Web, privacy issues, and emerging standards, prototypes, and products. Designed for technical managers, executives, and technologists, it offers your only opportunity to learn about both multimedia data management and multimedia data mining within a single book.     

       A comprehensive overview of multimedia data management and mining technologies. Fills a gap in the literature by exploring database management techniques for text, image, audio, and video databases. Discusses emerging trends, prototypes, and other new developments. DLC: Database management.
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Recalculating: Navigate Your Career Through the Changing World of WorkHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		A leading workplace expert provides an inspirational, practical, and forward-looking career playbook for recent grads, career changers, and transitioning professionals looking to thrive in today’s rapidly evolving workplace.

	
		Covid-19 has heightened career uncertainty in a work landscape dominated...
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Software Testing with Visual Studio 2010 (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	AS A PROCES S IMPROVEMENT professional, I have experienced many team
	challenges. Big challenges. It is not unusual to see teams that seem so perfectly
	compatible start in excitement only to fizzle in different directions and
	end up not working together. Products suffer, customers suffer, and ultimately...
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Ocular Angiogenesis: Diseases, Mechanisms, and Therapeutics (Ophthalmology Research)Humana Press, 2006


	Angiogenesis is of fundamental importance in development, health, and disease. The

	study of angiogenesis in the eye, in particular, has increased exponentially in the last

	decade because retinal and choroidal neovascularization play an important role in the

	major blinding diseases of the industrialized world and represent an...
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Bipolar Disorders: A Guide to Helping Children and Adolescents (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 2000

	
		Until recently, bipolar disorders were almost never diagnosed in children and rarely recognized in adolescents, even though between 20 and 40 percent of the two million or more adults diagnosed with bipolar disorders in the United States experienced the onset of illness in their teen years or before. Psychiatrists now recognize that...
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Beginning Access 2002 VBA (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
If you are using Access and want to go to the next level, you need to learn VBA. As part of Visual Basic®, VBA allows you to use some of the tremendously powerful programming techniques. In this book, we show you how VBA gives you complete control over the way your users view and interact with your Access databases.
This is the next level...
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The Art and Business of Speech Recognition: Creating the Noble VoiceAddison Wesley, 2003
Most people have experienced an automated speech-recognition system when calling a company. Instead of prompting callers to choose an option by entering numbers, the system asks questions and understands spoken responses. With a more advanced application, callers may feel as if they're having a conversation with another person. Not only will the...
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